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 212 Responses 

 

Mean 

Score 

Question 

3.73 1. The primary purpose of the conference is to provide required training and to 

encourage networking among PDE, IU’s, district, school and business staff, and 

parents in order to share strategies in the creation of successful, effective and 

compliant 

3.44 2. A secondary purpose is to showcase Pennsylvania Literacy by providing effective 

practices that are working in our classrooms and schools including Personalized 

Learning. Was the secondary purpose met? 

3.67 3. The conference was well organized. 

3.71 4. The Conference Program and related materials helped me plan what sessions to 

attend. 

3.63 5. The individual sessions were informative and will be shared. 

3.52 6. The meeting facilities were satisfactory. 

3.41 7. The overnight accommodations were satisfactory (rate only if used). 

3.26 8. The internet at this facility was satisfactory. 

 

Key 

4 – Strongly Agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Disagree 

1 – Strongly Disagree 

 

Question 9. Please list the top two positive take aways: 

 Two great general sessions this year - third and closing!  Closing was great and inspirational.  
Also, great session regarding homeless. 

 I gained a better understanding overall of Title programs. As I transition into a new role of 
coordinating federal programs for an IU, being able to meet and network with other IU 
coordinators was most valuable! 

 Essa changes, classroom strategies  

 Changes in federal funding and procedures relating to Nonpublic schools. 2.  Compliance issues 
under UGG guidelines and how to remedy those issues. 

 The communication of changes due to ESSA, even if they are ambiguous.   2) The food and 
location were excellent. 

 rules and reg changes 

 Networking  Program preparation 

 New way to calculate Title I Non Public Share  Better understanding of UGG procurement - 
Services 

 The regional meeting. The networking. 

 Changes to Federal Programs with ESSA NonPublic information to share back at district level 

 *Great networking opportunity *Helpful to hear updates on funding/trends 

 Sessions and presenters were very knowledgeable.  Venue and meals were wonderful.  One 
hour sessions with breaks were perfect.  
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 I learned a lot of new requirements for Title II.  I learned about new aspects of egrants. 

 *Information regarding monitoring visits.  *Ability to meet with PDE staff during consultation 
sessions was very helpful. 

 beneficial information gained  networking opportunities  

 Networking opportunities Variety of sessions 

 The sessions were well organized and provided much needed information. The staff from PDE is 
excellent and all are approachable. The WiFi was much improved over previous years.  

 Presenting to the groups. Whole group sessions. 

 The general sessions were very informative. There was a lot of heavy information that needed 
shared this year, yet it was presented in an organized, manageable fashion. 

 As a new coordinator, I appreciated learning about the requirements for Schoolwide and I 
appreciated learning about writing effective performance goals. 

 ESSA regulations  Procurement Policy 

 Keeping me up to date on the impact of ESSA, learned about the changes to eGrants 

 Each session I attended was meaningful and relevant to the current Federal changes. The 
presenters were very prepared and were able to effectively answer participant’s questions. 

 The PIL sessions were informative and have my head spinning. The support and networks that 
are in place will get us/me through it. 

 Potential changes resulting from ESSA Changes to eGrants 

 Given that we are still waiting for answers and steps to take with ESSA, I thought the 
information shared was excellent.    Nice mix of informational/instructional best practice 
sessions this time. 

 Being newer to PAFPC, it was great to put a face to a name. I learned something new in every 
session that I attended, but again being new that wasn't hard to do.  It was a very informative 
conference for me.  

 Growth Mindsets 20 Minute Literacy Professional Development Ideas 

 egrants strategies for writing grants 2.  systemic leadership  

 networking with other professionals from across the state  2.) hearing successful strategies to 
improve student success 

 good food good speakers 

 In one of the sessions, I was able to get lots of ideas for Family Engagement activities. The 
session on setting goals was very informative and interactive. 

 There are so many components to federal programs- lots of information was provided. The 
opportunity to network. 

 Great career resources from a session!  Much more information about ESSA (with more to 
come). 

 I will absolutely use the ideas from creating effective performance goals and also use some of 
the ideas in creating our transition into Kindergarten plan. 

 Great topics 2. Knowledgeable subject matter experts 

 The information was well organized and timely.  I got some clarification regarding school wide 
programing 

 Sharing with other federal program coordinators Ability to ask questions and receive answers as 
best as presenters could share given the lack of guidance from the feds at this point in time. 

 I have a better understanding of how ESSA has impacted Title I and Title II allocations.  2.  I have 
a good understanding of what changes to expect in eGrants this year. 

 Regional Meeting Title II session 
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 Conference Meals 2.  Conference Location 3.  Variety of knowledgeable speakers for the 
conference 4.   

 Good and valuable information. Sessions flowed well time wise. 

 Title IIA changes reviewed thoroughly.  The ability to network in a positive, collaborative manner 
throughout the conference. 

 Although there were lots of questions about the impact of ESSA, overall the FPO sessions were 
helpful and informative. I really enjoyed one particular breakout session on Developing Literacy 
Leaders by Penn Cambria. 

 Session on UGG Procurement was excellent.  Federal Education Policy Update was very good. 

 I made wonderful new contacts in other districts and picked up information at the individual 
sessions that I can use in my classroom as well as pass on to my administrators.  

 Better understanding of Performance Goals. Better understanding of UGG. Making connections 
with other districts, discussing their action plans and strategies.  

 New information Networking with other monitors and PDE staff  

 Info about parent engagement Networking opportunities 

 Final presenter was completely worth staying! Hearing from best-practices from individual 
schools. 

 The information from Tucker was well organized.  2. Everyone else was just as confused as me 
about changes. 

 The general sessions were helpful because you didn't have to pick and choose what to go to. The 
most important information was made available to all.   The presenters were well organized, 
informative and punctual.   

 The changes under ESSA are not so scary, and they really are for the benefit of our students and 
families. Some of the changes are best practice, and my district is already doing them. 

 Love the networking between districts. Great to get up-to-date on all of the new information in 
Federal Programs 

 getting to see the variety of creative ways districts are making change. 

 Title IIA updates and Nonpublic ESSA changes were my two take aways. 

 The sessions where very informative about the upcoming changes. The conference provided an 
excellent opportunity to collaborate with colleagues. 

 Changes to Title 1 nonpublics.  ESSA updates. 

 Updates to ESSA.  Networking and collaboration with other stakeholder across the state. 

 I learned so much!  The staff from PDE shared all that they knew, I know they are in a difficult 
position with the Fed being so up in the air.  I also made new friends across the state. 

 Parent Engagement activities and Title I. The opportunity to network with other school districts 
and make new relationships. 

 Being in my first year of Federal Programs, it was great to have the opportunity to attend 
sessions and network with others.  The two most practical items that were learned were title 4 
transfer-ability and setting performance goals.  

 Understanding of allocation formulas Impact of ESSA   

 The range of topics covered in the presentations was great!  The location was convenient.   

 I understand more about my allocation and the changes for this year.  Kelly Gallatin and Maria 
Garcia are always very knowledgeable and able to answer questions. 

 Timely and relevant information regarding changes  - nonpubs, Title IV, Title IIA PD  Time to 
informally ask questions to the Regional Coordinators 

 I was able to learn how to better use egrants. I was also able to learn a lot about the new Title IV 
grant. 
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 Every year I learn something new to help me do my job. I make more new connections with 
other districts each year. 

 Interactions with team from PFAPC Presenters were well prepared. 

 Provided good information on preparing for a monitoring. Provided opportunity to dialogue 
with federal programs staff to work out best way to complete the next year's application due to 
such late allocations and ESSA. 

 This was my first experience at PAFPC so I did learn some new things that I would not have 
known. The opportunity to meet others in Federal Programs throughout the state was nice. 

 I now have more people resources to contact regarding regulations, resources, and programs.   
Interaction with SPAC parents.    

 Time with other districts in my IU and discussions with my IU were very helpful in understanding 
Title I, II and IV.  ESSA guidance from presenters was much needed. 

 Networking with colleagues and receiving the most current information from the Division of 
Federal Programs. 

 Excellent PDE staff!  informative sessions 

 PDE staff is always approachable and ready to help.  Great place to meet.   

 Diverse workshop topics were informative even though a lot of the specifics were not available 
due to the lack of information from USDE.  Personalization is more than a trend, buzz word.     

 internet was much better this year!!!  thanks 

 New knowledge and questions about ESSA changes  Mass customized learning information 

 I learned so much about the changes related to ESSA. I learned about MOE, and have an 
understanding about the new Title IV program. 

 The information discussed was very informative. 

 ESSA and Consolidated Application information.  The session on Performance Goals and 
Allocations were very informative.    Please bring the conference back to 7 Springs after next 
year.   

 The new "AMAO" status that will be included with the state's plan looks to be very fair.    The 
new standard of the well-rounded educational programming which will give us a little more 
flexibility when providing programming in our districts. 

 Information was helpful. Presenters tried to answer all questions. 

 Gave me new ways of looking at how we are doing things in our district and I met some people 
who may be able to provide support and guidance. 

 We are always prepared ahead of the changes, as best PAFPC knows at the time.  Really helps 
hearing the explanations on the changes and guidance.  

 Don McCrone gave good information on Title 2A.  I was unsure about how the nonpublic share 
would be calculated and he explained this some.    I also felt that information on procurement 
and the new nonpublic information was explained. 

 The networking...all were sharing ideas and very helpful, supportive.  The regional teams want 
you to have a successful program and will be there to help us if we hit a "snag" with executing 
our grant.  We just need to ask for the help. 

 Ugg information on procurement was an amazingly informative session and the title 2 
reimplementation was a great positive as well we were thinking it was cut!  

 There are a variety of sessions that meet the needs of all of the participants.  2. Networking and 
sharing with districts from all over the state is positive. 

 I liked how some of the important topics were repeated.  I like to have a choice.  I love that you 
have PDE members there to present...it is not given by a second-hand person.  So the 
information is the real deal! 
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 I feel more informed about the Title I program and the duties of Federal Program Coordinators.  
2. I also found networking with others from the state very beneficial and educational.  

 The general sessions were excellent - particularly Janel and Amy. 

 New information about the changes to Title II and the nonpublic allocations that will occur 
because of them.    *  Changes to e-grants that will be occurring this year 

 -Best General Session Was With The AASA Counsel  / Wonderful Information  -Non-Public 
Changes Were Important To Understand   

 Everything was well organized.  Good information and updates on ESSA. 

 Lots of information shared and it will certainly be used for future planning of Title I/II initiatives 
in the district.   

 Preparation to meet updated compliance required via ESSA  Understanding allocation that is 
anticipated 

 Networking is by far the most positive on my list.  I always take away a positive feeling when 
working with the staff at DFP.  I know when they come to monitor they are here to help guide us 
with our programs.  

 Enrolled in the PIL course and really liked the opportunity to learn and receive credits.  Sessions 
provided details and great information. 

 *Networking with others *sitting in on individual sessions that I was interested in, and seeing 
how different teachers use some of the resources that the vendors were showcasing. 

 Reassurance that we are doing everything in compliance at this point of the turn over to UGG 
and ESSA. Hearing Amy Morton speak again was very positive. 

 Nonpublic School changes Title IV 

 I learned much about the changes for this year and the egrant system.  Hoping to be able to 
access it all soon before I forget. 

 Networking and information regarding changes to Title programs. 

 Networking Opportunities 2. Informative 

 New ESSA information. NonPublic and Fiscal Changes 

 Clarification (as much as possible) about anticipated funding for federal programs for next year.  
Information about ESSA's impact on public/non-public share and procurement issues related to 
non-public. 

 PA Educator Dashboard Early Warning System is a free tool available.  This would be an 
incredible tool for our district to utilize.  2.  Updates on federal policies 

 The session presenters were great.  Particularly Kelley G and Gina & Heather.  Very informative 
and able to answer questions. 

 DFP staff is there to help and, as they have been in the past, are very responsive to the needs of 
districts.  Internet connection was much better than it has been in the past. 

 networking and learning more about Federal Programs 

 Great ideas for my classroom. 

 It is always beneficial attending the compliance sessions. I also enjoy networking with other 
coordinators. 

 I enjoyed hearing the KtO schools practical approaches to issues. I enjoyed learning about 
literacy spotlights.  The event was very organized. 

 Receiving necessary information in order to make changes. Hearing from experts, such as 
monitors and those who have been in the field. 

 Collaboration with other educators/districts on programs they are implementing and strategies 
they are using to improve reading education in their classrooms/districts  Networking with the 
vendors to see the programs/materials that are available 
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 It's good to have the opportunities to speak with PDE personnel directly. I always go back to the 
office with information to use immediately. 

 The information we were given was good. The conference was very organized. 

 It is very helpful to have the information on upcoming changes in advance.  The opportunity not 
only to ask questions but to hear questions from other participants and the related responses is 
invaluable. 

 I like having the regional coordinators and PDE staff there. We hear the information first hand.  
The networking is always great! 

 The presenters were well organized.  2. The presenter’s information was very relevant.   

 Networking with others was great!   We are on track in some areas, lots of ideas for parental 
enhancement activities.  

 I thought that there were plenty of classes that showcased better ways to promote literacy.  
There was a great balance between information that I needed to know as a Title I Coordinator as 
well as a Reading Specialist.  

 The question and answer sessions during and following the individual sessions were very helpful 
and provided time to network as to how the state and federal changes are being handled by 
other IUs.  The General Sessions were informative. 

 I learned several new reading ideas that I can implement in my teaching right away. 

 Information from Regional meetings networking   

 Updates regarding ESSA and its impact on federal programming (despite the many unanswered 
questions)  2.  The opportunity to network with similar districts. 

 Step by Step learning I Do, You Do, We Do.  The importance of literacy at a young age and how 
leadership helps mold our outcomes. 

 Regional meeting was informative.  Received info I needed about non-publics.   

 McKinny-Vento session was excellent. 2. Final speaker on day 3 was outstanding! 

 Networking and the regional meeting 

 Learning about Title IV monies Preparing for monitoring next year 

 ESSA updates Networking 

 The updates on ESSA The knowledge that I am following and keeping up with the changes 

 Better understanding of Title IV New ruled for nonpublics 

 I learned a lot about Procurement.  Updates about egrants and UGG were very helpful 

 fiscal compliance info -review of changes to egrants 

 I learned about new changes in Title 1 for 2107-18   Growing leaders in 20 minutes- good ideas 
for faculty meeting and professional development.  I enjoy networking with other Title 1 
coordinators and learning new ideas to take back to my program. 

 There will be changes... and PAFPC will always be there to help us through... 

 I plan to share the new Title I Nonpublic and Title II ESSA changes. 

 I feel more informed about how to properly use data to drive instruction. I have many new ideas 
on how best to provide and gage literacy instruction. 

 Valuable Updates that will help with budget planning Networking with other business officials 

 20-minute PD sessions, based upon the work at Penn Cambria SD!  2) Better understanding for 
Title IIA and what to expect from changes to nonpublic allocations. 

 Many sessions were provided for new coordinators.  Thank you!  I appreciate how 
knowledgeable our regional coordinator is and how he continues to get to know our districts 
and each of us by name.      
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 The PDE staff was very aware of things that were changing and positive.  2) There were a lot of 
great sessions this time that were important to our work. 

 Good information regarding UGG requirements.   2.  Good networking opportunities.  

 Thank you for not scheduling 7:30 AM sessions. 

 Career resources  Funding parameters 

 Networking with peers High quality of presenters/presentations 

 Networking and new ESSA info. 

 I learned about using data in a more beneficial way. I am going to implement more push-in 
instruction per recommendations by Title 1 

 1 - hearing about the changes coming under ESSA 2 - learning more about parent involvement 
strategies and requirements  

 -The sessions appealed to the different levels of Federal Program Coordinators (new, 
experienced, fiscal, subject matter) -The resort (food, rooms, and spaces) were great! 

 Updates on ESSA. Updates on eGrants 

 As a new coordinator for federal programs, I was felt greatly supported and appreciated the 
repetition of information throughout the sessions I attended. 2. The Family Engagement session 
was very helpful in understanding all the ways that parents can a 

 I came as a parent. I walked away with a better understanding of the behind the scene of what 
the coordinators do to get our funding and learned lots about the egrant system.  I also learned 
a lot more information about school wide. Being a targeted schoo 

 I feel completely updated (overwhelmed, too) with the changes and the necessary steps to plan 
ahead.  2.  I loved the session on personalized learning (despite the bat).  It is timely and the 
videos were excellent.  It is time to change our industrial 

 The sessions included the most recent federal and state updates, which was really helpful to 
effectively plan for 17-18 services. Various topics were discussed in great detail and participants 
were given the opportunity to ask questions. This format allow 

 I was an exhibitor and presenter for the PA Early Warning System and not a session attendee. I 
was very impressed with the vendor set up and the amount of information available to the 
conference participants.  2. The registration committee members, wit 

 Both as a conference registrant and as a vendor at the conference, I felt there were a lot of 
opportunities to network with people in different roles from across the state.  At each of the 
sessions I attended, the presenters were well-prepared, personable 

 Tremendous opportunity to network with Federal Programs Coordinators from across the state 
due to being landlocked in one conference center.  Division of Federal Programs staff extremely 
knowledgeable and approachable to help with any Federal Programs que 

 I increased my knowledge on the UGG regulations and have a much better understanding of the 
procurement process.  So happy to see PA groups integrating their work, ie, PA Literacy and 
PAFPC, PA NISL and PAFPC, etc. We all need to work together for the bet 

 Received the necessary myriad information regarding Federal Programs: the old, the new, and 
the uncertain :). Very Informative!  2. ESSA: This is my first year organizing Literacy Nights and 
Parent Workshops, and I have a far better understanding of th 

 Guidance on new Federal Programs - Although not all programs are defined as well as I had 
hoped, at least I now have a better understanding of the changes in each program and the 
resources to guide me.   2. School districts and non-public schools are b 

 With so many changes taking place, the information shared at sessions was helpful especially in 
regards to Title IIA Non-public Shares.  Some sessions had non-public administrators in 
attendance which offered some insight into their concerns about funding 
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 Access to speakers and experts whom we might never reach under ordinary circumstances.  2.) 
Collaboration with the PAFPC website to provide e-handouts.  3.) Breakfast in the Slopeside 
Dining Room!!!  4.) The bat flying around during General Session Th 

 Meeting folks from PDE/IU's that I will be working with since I am new to the district in which I 
work.  2.  The information exchanged was very helpful to me as I begin the new journey.  It was 
timely, relevant and presented very well, for the most pa 

 I think that the presenters did the best possible job they could do with the information that they 
had.  I felt like they were informative even in light of the ever changing regulations through 
ESSA.  I felt like there wwas more in the way of take away in 

 The information provided does allow you to plan all three days in order to attend all/most of the 
sessions you feel best suit your needs. With all of the current changes taking place, it was very 
helpful attending sessions hosted by PDE reps to train us o 

 I met new colleagues in other districts, and I will be going to their district to look at specific 
programs.   There will be new templates for the new Title I Parent components to be put on the 
PAFPC website to use to keep up to date on the new regulation 

 Although I been through the federal programs monitoring several times I really appreciated the 
session by Erin Derr and Janet Joyce.  It was very informative and Janet Joyce's input as a 
monitor was invaluable.   Cindy Rhoads' session on Title IV was very 

 One thing that was provided to me that is extremely helpful was the Timeline at a glance that I 
recieved in the New Coordinator Training with Erin Oberdorf.  These conferences always give me 
back my feeling of hope in helping our students.  It is so nice  

 PDE staff was very informative about the new ESSA law and its effect on Federal Programs 
especially considering how different information connected to the law is changing at the federal 
level. The breakdown of information at concurrent sessions was very h 

 Availability of Regional Coordinators, School District Staff, to answer questions post sessions.  2. 
ESSA and upcoming Consolidated App questions answered. 

 The conference was well-organized and everyone running it did a great job. The facility was very 
nice. Individual sessions were informative. 

 The general sessions are extremely informative. 2.  The presenters are very knowledgeable and 
helpful. 

 Regional meeting was helpful in understanding where things stand for this year.  Keynote 
sessions were very good 

 Updates on what is happening at the federal level and continued education to help us on the 
fiscal side regarding requirements 

 ESSA changes 2. eGrant changes 

 opportunity to network with other school districts appropriate small group sessions 
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Question 10 - Please list two areas that you would like to see changed. 

 Down times as networking times - could there be more structure to encourage discussion with 
people from other districts?  

 None at this time. 

 Options for food to go 

 I felt the conference was extremely well organized and delivered a great deal of pertinent 
information but also allowed enough time to breath, relax and collaborate with colleagues from 
across the state.  The only suggested change is location.   

 I thought the general session Tuesday morning was unprofessional.  Regardless of whether 
extreme political commentary is received by the majority of the crowd, I have a feeling that 
there were people on both sides that were uncomfortable.   

 Nothing, really.  you guys do a great job. 

 More sessions by reducing the length of breaks and lunch - way too long in between Cut from 
three days to one day 

 The allocations being available by conference time. 

 None 

 Longer sessions for topics that are more involved.  Less time in general sessions. 

 The lunch break and visiting vendors time was too long.    My group discussed staggering the 
small group presentations throughout the entire day and having an "open lunch" between 11-1.  
This would allow the participant to attend more sessions - - stop in 

 not sure 

 People not reading straight from a power point to Audie ce. 

 Location Time between sessions 

 I suggest that the sessions be videotaped and placed in an archive for us to access. We cannot 
get to all sessions but all sessions are valuable. On day 2 please do not have two back to back 
large group sessions with lunch in between. It is too much sitting 

 Better hotel accommodations. Better internet. 

 Please do not schedule the business meeting during concurrent sessions.  I do not believe that 
shows much respect for the leaders of those sessions.  

 None at this time 

 More Breakout sessions Time to meet with other schools in our region, outside the regional 
meeting. 

 With all of the changes to federal programs, rather than making me do the lion share of the 
work for non-pubs, allow them to complete their own consolidated app. I would not care if you 
took a set percentage off the top, like a minimum pf 10% for example,  

 I'm glad to have the venue changed for next year. The location change will allow participants to 
leave the facility after hours. 

 Thirty minutes between sessions is too long.  Perhaps the conference could be shortened to two 
days if time was used more effectively. 

 Would be nice to have presentations loaded to site prior to conference to peruse materials to 
see which sessions to attend.  Descriptions sometimes didn't match presenters and/or content. 

 Some of the slides were difficult to see, especially when demonstrating what egrants is going to 
look like, so easier to see PowerPoint slides if possible?   I can't think of anything else since it 
was my first conference   

 With the Buffet lunch on day two there was too much dead time. Big speakers back to back with 
lunch in-between with the dead time - lost some participants. 
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 Not as many breaks between sessions 2.  End a little earlier - Monday and Tuesday are long 
days. 

 The presentation styles in almost of all the sessions need much improvement. Many of the 
presenters just read the text directly from the slides. Aside from Don McCrone, very little time 
for questions were left. Additionally, it would be nice to see more i 

 The "go team" and the Internet at the convention center; however, the Internet at the hotel is 
absolutely horrid.  Is there a way for the first session to have separate sessions for very 
"veteran" federal programs people and newbies?  

 Perhaps shorter times between sessions if possible so that sessions could end a bit earlier?  The 
hour length for sessions seemed very appropriate! 

 I was on the free wifi but the reception in the rooms was poor.   

 Given all the changes, in some small sessions, conflicting information was given which only adds 
to everyone stress level. Internet - still had difficulties with connections. Glad that i had my hot 
spot. 

 The facility was very nice; however, the temperature in the conference center was very chilly.  2.  
When listing the sessions in the booklets, it would be nice if they were numbered on the 
schedule chart so they are easier to locate when searching for 

 N/A 

 None at this time.  Sad to hear that we are going to Hershey next year.  I hope this does not 
mean there will be an increase to the cost of the conference 

 Have the conference earlier in April. 

 Location change...Taken care of for next year   

 This venue is the WORST. Poor location (nothing in the area) and not enough rooms in the hotel. 
I was in the condos and it was really not ideal. Please find a venue where if there are not enough 
rooms in the conference center, we can at least stay in an  

 There was a disconnect between the session on UGG Procurement and Title I Nonpublic ESSA 
changes.    Internet service was awful in the hotel.  I had to get a hotspot on my phone in order 
to complete work related matters. 

 Not too crazy about the room I stayed in for various reasons but that is out of your hands. At 
any rate, the conference is being moved to Hershey next :).  

 It was difficult to use internet and complete school work in my room.   

 TABLES!!!! Hard to type and use tablets on short fat legs.  X Have a monitor afternoon session 
on day 1. There are enough of us there to have a more in-depth or informative session on 
changes than just in Nov.  X Registration, are monitors RETIRED, require 

 Sessions during the business meeting Down time all on Tuesday none on Monday 

 Delighted that you are moving it to be in the middle of the state.   Less time in between 
sessions. . . day 2 seemed a little "lighter" 

 It has nothing to do with the conference itself but lunch and dinner were chaotic and that is a 
critique on the wait staff and the hotel itself. I am eager to see the difference with the change in 
venue next year!! 

 Some important sessions were only offered once, and in one case they were even offered at the 
same time, so you did not have an opportunity to attend both at all (Title IV & V and Improved 
Student Achievement Through Effective Parent & Family Involvement  

 The internet is a major issue.  Unable to log-on at all in the hotel rooms. Thank you for 
improving the conference wi-fi.   It's difficult when several important sessions are offered at the 
same time, but I'm not sure how you could prevent that.  Possibly 

 Venue and more sessions involving nonpublic information. 
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 The hotel rooms could be much cleaner. The internet in the hotel room could be much better. 

 Elimination of long lunch periods.  Move the individual sessions to earlier in the afternoon, 
particularly on Tuesday. 

 Internet provided in the bedrooms.  Reduction of the long lunch period.   One ideas is to have 
the individual sessions on Tuesday immediately after lunch and reduce the amount of time for 
lunch, possibly add one more individual session as there were some  

 I could not get internet in my room.  It was very frustrating.  However the PAFPC2017 network 
was very good.  I just needed to move to a place that it reached.  There was not enough time to 
get to every session I would have liked to see.  Some time frames 

 The buffets worked better for meals.  Overall the food was delicious though. 

 Sessions available at numerous times to be able to get to more. Less General sessions and more 
break-out sessions. 

 I would have appreciated it if Title allocations were available at the time of the conference.  I 
prefer the conference at 7 Springs over Hershey/Harrisburg.  I doubt I will be attending next 
year in Hershey. 

 I think before the Monday morning sessions held by region, Kelly Gallatin should hold a general 
session and be the only one explaining allocations so everyone hears one common message.  His 
sessions were so informative on that topic and yielded a more con 

 The internet in the rooms was atrocious!  I'm saddened this conference will be in Hershey next 
year.   

 PAFPC/PDE needs to have some sort of mobile app for staying up with changes, and locating the 
session materials in real time, not just for finding power points after the conference.    Kelly G 
and/or Maria G. need to be in all regional meetings so that th 

 I would like to see the conference held in a more central location. Also, I would like the general 
sessions to be shorter to allow for more time in the concurrent sessions.  

 Hotel with better internet is MUCH needed so that district work can still be done while we are 
away at conferences.  The hotel rooms were at least 80 degrees every night, making it 
impossible to sleep. 

 Possibly start conferences at 9:00AM. Mentioned to me by several participants. 

 I would like to know what sessions qualify for CPE prior to the conference. I would like the 
option to download session handouts electronically prior to the start of the conference.  (would 
save running out of handouts as well) 

 The room was very cold and the phone never worked even after I asked for maintenance twice.  
Not enough was devoted to Title III and that is the main program I work with.  I had to even 
leave before the session Wednesday on it and every other session igno 

 Too much down time during the day -- can easily compact the schedule.    An electronic 
repository for handouts, resources, etc.   

 More sessions around impact of the Future Ready PA Index  IU networking sessions around non-
public 

 I only have one.  The days of the conference - I would prefer Tuesday through Friday, instead of 
Sunday through Wednesday - because I have young children.         

 Condense to one day if possible centrally locate to possibly state college to avoid half of the 
attendees traveling so far. 

 Eliminate the half hour break between sessions and give time at the end of the day for vendors.   

 Consolidate the half hour breaks and apply that chunk of time at the end of the day to allow for 
processing of the volume of information presented and more networking opportunities among 
colleagues.  Alternate between the location of the conference.   
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 room temperature - most sessions rooms were freezing - hard to concentrate when it is that 
cold  longer sessions on fiscal matters - they were too rushed 

 I wish the federal govt. was on the ball so we could have allocations to begin planning before 
the deadline.  Less long breaks between sessions and less general sessions, instead more break 
out sessions. 

 It's out of your control, but it would have been helpful to have our allocations and eGrants 
ready, so that we could begin working on the consolidated applications. 

 Meal tickets for all conference attendees.  Extended time for last day for more sessions or fit the 
last session into the second day. 

 The venue 

 Temperature in the meeting rooms was often very cold.  More breakout time slots and less 
general sessions. 

 Some of the meeting rooms were really cold 

 I feel like often PDE does not have complete information and says that information will be 
forthcoming.  This is frustrating because things are always in limbo.  I also felt like the regional 
meeting did not move quickly enough.  Mr. Fry was not able to g 

 I was pleased with the improvements from last year and don't see a need for changes. 

 Title 4 info could have been clearer and every question about non-pub and services was 
different depending on who was asked.  Completely understand it’s new and we are all learning! 
Overall great stressful conference! LOL  

 Regional Meeting should be an all group meeting so the same information is communicated in 
the same way and the Regional Coordinators that have specialty areas can address the 
questions so an answer can be given at the time of the question.  2. General 

 More interested General Sessions.    Maybe even offer some courses during general sessions for 
attendants who might not be interested in the general session topic. 

 There are no areas that I would like to see changed. 

 OK as is. 

 * The amount of speakers during a General Session - there is so much information in the break 
out sessions,  that the number of Speakers during a general session can lessened.    *  It would 
be nice to have the allocations available at the time of the conf 

 -Keep Offering Lunch Option For Commuters - That Was Great This Year & Appreciated!  -When 
Held At Seven Springs, Please Continue To Utilize Cisco For Internet Stability!  Much Better This 
Year! 

 More session on Family Engagement. Less down time  

 Internet in the hotel rooms was very spotty.    Possible sharing of Title I/II initiatives for 
feedback. 

 The two fiscal sessions regarding egrants were presented at the same time.  Sessions should be 
staggered when they pertain to the same subject matter.   

 Perhaps those on the PIL track could be allowed to miss a session a session or two provided they 
attend other sessions and have them sign off.  A couple of the sessions I attended were areas 
that I feel we are strong and would have liked to be able to att 

 None, it was great. 

 The time of the business meeting needs to change.  I repeat, the time of the business meeting 
needs to be changed. 

 Looking forward to the Hershey location. 
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 I was unable to stay at the hotel because it was booked, so I stayed at a nearby hotel.  As a 
result, my dinner was not included.  I feel strongly that it should have been because I paid the 
same registration fee as everyone else. 

 The internet was at times barely usable. 2. The PAFPC business meeting should not be held at 
the same time break out sessions are. 

 Alternate between east and west (I know it's in Hershey next year). 

 We signed up for the whole conference, but did not stay in the main hotel.  This was our choice, 
but then we did not receive the meal package.  Maybe offer the meal package for people staying 
elsewhere.  We were not included in the luncheon or able to put 

 Receiving allocations before the conference or at the conference would be terrific.  However, 
that is out of PAFPC control.  It is so helpful to have the allocations so Kelly can explain the 
actual numbers to us.  Hopefully next year the Feds will get the 

 I wish there was an app for planning and managing the time at the conference.  PDE had a very 
good one for the SAS Institute this year.  As a division of PDE I would appreciate the same app 
being used for this conference.  Making digital copies of the ppt 

 While the internet was okay, I continually was dropped when trying to work from my room. This 
location is quite far for me to travel...however, I understand the need to move it to different 
locations in the state. 

 More sessions earlier.  Shorter lunch time. 

 I know it is (or can be) costly, but Internet throughout the convention center would be a plus. I 
do appreciate that we had Internet in the meeting areas though! 

 Different options for meals. Food vouchers to use at different restaurants. 

 I would like to have had the specific sessions dig down deeper--I feel like all of the general grant 
sessions as well as the specific ones on egrants, UGG, new to federal programs, etc were all the 
same and a rehash of the the information presented at the 

 As a first time FPC, I would have liked a little more explanation of what everything is.  I feel like 
it's always assumed that everyone in the audience knows what is being discussed, but I 
sometimes have no idea what presenters are talking about.  I would 

 Even though the regional meetings are created to be equal, they are not.  Please have regional 
meetings be a general session where each DFP staff member presenters his/her area of 
expertise.  After talking with other conference attendees, our regional mee 

 The food was not good this year. 

 It would be helpful to have the Power Point handouts from the general sessions either in 
advance or at the start of the session.  In fact, it would be helpful to have all Power Point 
handouts posted on PAFPC prior to the opening of the conference.  This w 

 Please do not schedule the PAFPC business meeting during sessions. We are overachievers. We 
want to attend everything we possibly can!  Thank you for moving to Hershey next year! I like it 
when it is alternated between east and west.  

 I would like to see the presenter’s presentations be made available digitally so that you could 
view it while they present.     

 I am excited to see the change in conference facilities.  Conference could start on a Monday at 
noon and go until end of day Wednesday.    

 The organization of regional meetings was a little confusing- a bit difficult to follow along in the 
main booklet.  I love the vendor fair but I would like to see more next year.  

 There seemed to be too much down time on Tuesday.    I would like to see more individual 
sessions that center primarily on reading and math.  It might also be a benefit to have people 
present who are not associated with a company. 
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 More reading sessions that don't involve the use of a company. 

 I wouldn't change anything 

 Please consider vetting the providers of the break out sessions to ensure that their 
presentations are of sufficient quality and represent updated research.  2. Consider having 
participants pre-register for breakout sessions so that you know how many  

 None 

 Change to a two day conference instead of three. Missed Amy Morton because she was at the 
end on Wed. and I had to leave Tuesday. 

 Opening sessions of day one felt a bit long. 2. No other suggested change at this time. 

 I do not have any suggestions for changes to the conference. 

 Both years that I have attended the session on goal writing, I have never been given exemplars.  
I did appreciate the opportunity for an interactive session, but need to actually SEE what these 
should look like. 

 I would like to the business meetings done during "down" time and not during sessions.  
Nothing else really as we are changing venues. 

 The time between sessions is too long. An hour for lunch backed up with the breaks spreads 
everything to far out and therefore we have too much down time.    

 -internet in the hotel room was insufficient  

 Have the business meeting at a time where there aren't sessions so that all can attend and not 
miss sessions.      

 Location, Location, Location 

 Having access to the conference booklet prior to the conference would have been helpful.  I 
think the "Title I Nonpublic ESSA Changes" session would have been more effective if the 
presenter did not just read the powerpoint but allowed time for discussion 

 I would have liked to see some literacy instruction skills in practice. Some seminars provided 
copies of powerpoints and materials for us to take. Some did not. There is a lot of information 
being shared, and it is impossible to retain all of it. It would 

 The Internet service in the meeting rooms was excellent, however, I had difficulty connecting in 
my room.  While there were other areas available to work, it was disappointing to not have the 
option to work in the quiet and comfort of the room.  2) The 

 I am excited that next year we will be in Hershey.  It is much closer!  Credit card payment would 
have made registration more convenient.    

 Due to the significant changes that are taking place, there was not enough time to get to all of 
the sessions that I needed to...so more time would have been beneficial.  2) I missed a session to 
attend the members meeting...that would be great if it c 

 It is difficult to be out of the office for 3 days. In the future, it would be a better use of my time 
to end it on Tuesday rather than Wednesday. Since dinner on Sunday is included, maybe a 
general session could be part of it so the general session o 

 Instead of regional meetings, conduct as a general session so everyone hears the same thing and 
all the questions and answers to those questions.  The member of DFP who oversees a program 
can then present on that program to everyone (e.g., Don McCrone cou 

 Practical application of regulations Districts need to know allocations in advance 

 Conflicting sessions without as many repeats means I missed some topics 

 Please move the conference to Hershey at least every other year. 

 I would like more concrete examples of acceptable parental involvement activities to give me 
ideas for the future. Not all of the seminars gave handouts or powerpoints for their sessions. I 
found these tools useful for remembering the information given at 
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 Not a big deal, but it would be helpful if there were tables in EVERY session room.  Sitting at a 
meeting for 2 hours trying to take notes can be a little challenging without a table.     I would 
love to see other resources that districts use in their pr 

 -I would prefer all of the dinners to be buffet instead of sit-down. -I would prefer to keep the 
conference at Seven Springs. 

 I would like to see the date changed for the conference.  I am in charge of all the PSSA 
administration and make-up testing in my building.  This makes it difficult to participate in the 
full conference and to participate in the conference at all (if I ha 

 Putting the most important sessions for a new coordinator in the first day. 2. Would love to have 
attended the reading sessions, but no time! 

 I felt the sessions could have been longer. There were times when presenters would towards 
the end start rushing just so that they could get through the information before the time was 
up.   I also felt that, for parents, possible providing them with an o 

 Just making sure that the information shared in the Federal update sessions match the 
information shared in other sessions - a couple of times there was conflicting information.  2.   
More practical application sessions with a focus on what schools ar 

 It would be nice to add more sessions with less down time. Also, it would be great if the 
business meeting could be scheduled after the last session so participants can attend all 
sessions. 

 I had an issue in that meal tickets were not included in my PAFPC bag, even though I was fully 
registered for the conference. This created difficulty for me in getting lunch each day, and I was 
not able to find a PAFPC representative to assist me.  While  

 Keep conference at Seven Springs to promote collaboration.   

 Glad to have the conference in Hershey next year.  PAFPC Business Meeting scheduled at a time 
it doesn't overlap with sessions. 

 This may seem minor, however, it was a very expensive lesson I had to learn because it wasn't 
stated on the Daily Planner.  Please clearly state on the Daily Planner that the daily breakfasts 
and dinners are only for the overnight guests. A simple aste 

 The non public members' could use more meeting time with DFP to work out their questions 
and concerns.  Keep alternating the meeting location between Hershey and Seven Springs - 
thank you!   

 More time spent on pertinent, important information regarding changes.  Less time reviewing 
general information that can be addressed during New Coordinator training sessions held 
locally. 

 In the full program booklet where the daily charts lay out what sessions are scheduled and in 
what room - put the number of the session in a corner of the box, so you can more easily refer 
back to the full description. And where the facility map is pr 

 I was in one particular session where the presenter did nothing except read each slide from the 
PowerPoint presentation.  Anything I learned from that session came directly as a result of any 
questions that were asked and responded to by someone other 

 I would like to see the conference moved to maybe Hershey or some place more central.  It is a 
long trip to Seven Springs.  I think it ought to be held in different parts of the state.  I felt like the 
only downfall of the conference was the location. 

 The consultation hours set aside to speak with PDE reps were scheduled at the same time that 
sessions were taking place.  
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 I felt that there were a lot questions that could not be answered with the new Title I regulations.    
This is the 2nd year I went to a session, and the presenters did not show up.  We were not 
notified a head of time, so we could pick another session. 

 Too much down time.   I always appreciated the "early bird" sessions and I feel that there could 
be sessions offered during the lunch break for those of us who do not come to a conference to 
socialize and eat.  

 N/A, I feel as though this year’s conference was well organized with the correct sessions being 
offered at numerous times. 

 Some of the sessions directly related to Federal Programs could have been offered twice as it 
was difficult to schedule all the sessions I felt I needed to attend.  Food - It was not necessary to 
have two full sit down meals on Monday. Both meals featured  

 Some of the lunches were very large, perhaps consider making all lunches a buffet so attendees 
may take just what they will eat. No other area that I would like to see changed. 

 More sessions for teachers that are not sales pitches by companies. 2.  Partial meal plan 
options/better conference rates for accommodations. 

 Obviously, not getting the prelim figures to begin our work on the applications was a drawback 
but I understand that was unique to the year.  I prefer that general sessions are not 
presentations from vendors. 

 There were too many important sessions held at the same time 2. PAFPC should not hold its 
business meeting during important session times, it should be separate so paying members can 
attend. 

 Some of the small group sessions were in very small rooms, but had many attendees, while 
others sessions had few attendees but were in larger rooms. I imagine it is difficult to predict 
which sessions will attracts the most coordinators 

 
 


